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Statement Ariadna Guiteras’ work revolves around notions of control, body and 
performativity. Focusing on the body -not only as the subject but also 
as the medium of her practice- and the different axes that it is traversed 
with socially, politically and the emotionally. Her process leads her to an 
experimental state where to deal with matter and immateriality, gesture and 
memory, touch and affection. As a result, her work materializes mainly in 
performance and installation.



Strata (2017) | installation view | EspaiDos Sala Muncunill, Terrassa



I conceived the exhibition space of Strata as an organism, 
an interdependent body that would host a two month long 
performance. It was composed of a solar panel, a power bank, 
a tablet, a speaker, a water tank, a latex tube, soil, moss, pumice 
stone and a humidifier. It was a self-regulating organism that used 
solar energy, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, water and steam to be in constant 
movement. 

I wrote a script to give voice to the organism, speculating on the 
different temporalities the geographical location of the exhibition 
space had inhabited. The protagonist of the script was a character 
named La Veu (The Voice). When The Voice spoke in the first 
person she spoke in the feminine form and in poetry. She was 
multiple and ancestral, she embodied a plurality of beings, from 
an extinct Megaloceros Savini found in Terrassa in the Pleistocene, 
to a microscopic particle of plastiglomerate in 2089. The Voice was 
both timeless and of all times, shapeless and all shapes. During the 
two months of the exhibition The Voice connected via streaming, 
reading the script to speak through the organism, giving form to 
the sound that vibrated within the water of the tank.

Strata

2017 | Installation 
and Performance (2 months)

Video documentation 
edited by Anna M. Beltri: 
https://vimeo.com/258498202
password: thevoice

Performance script (cat, sp, eng): 
http://www.ariadnaguiteras.com/
wp-content/uploads/2015/09/
STRATATOT.pdf 

Strata (2017) | installation view (detail) | EspaiDos Sala Muncunill, Terrassa



Strata (2017) | installation view | EspaiDos Sala Muncunill, Terrassa Strata (2017) | installation view | EspaiDos Sala Muncunill, Terrassa

Strata (2017) | performance documentation | EspaiDos Sala Muncunill, Terrassa



Three page excerpt from the script written for Strata  
(total pages thirteen)

Catalan, Spanish and English

Strata (2017) | performance documentation (video still) | EspaiDos Sala Muncunill, Terrassa

STRATA 

Guió de la performance per Ariadna Guiteras 

 

 

¿cómo hablar de una fuerza impersonal, 

 de una emoción sin sujeto?1 

 

 

Murmurejar amb la primera melodia que se t’enganxi a la llengua: 

Aquesta cançó se suporta en una veu, una que és múltiple; una veu que podria ser qualsevol 
altra: un vehicle, una veu sense òrgans2. 

 

 

La Veu 

 

Ara que no et parlo, amor, et dic 

que la veu que sents és meva 

com és meu el sòl hipotecat, el cable coaxial, la memòria 

muscular, la oralitat. Saps que la meva llengua et pertany, coneixes l’agència del meu gest.  

Tallar l’all ben finet mai va ser teu, ara 

tampoc és meu. Prémer, prémer mai ha estat meu yet, I press 

com l’amor, com follar. 

 

Mira: los datos necesitan el aire3. 

 

Atén: llengua vehicular – medi material.  

Ho saps, no? que data need air4. Voice  

what does voice need?  

who is the  

I? 

 

																																																								
1	LABANYI, JO. Pensar los afectos. CCCB. En línea: http://www.cccb.org/es/actividades/ficha/pensar-los-
afectos/222935 
2 MAZZEI, Lisa A. Voice without a subject 
3 PARIKKA 2015: 24 
4 PARIKKA 2015: 24 



Plastiglomerate 

(La Veu a la plastisfera) 

 

Two conjoined rock formations dating, respectively, from the Silurian and Devonian eras1 and 1970’s plastic 
sand. 

A romantic story of polyamory in the Anthrobscene2. 

La Veu, The Voice now, is now surprised about the whole situation. She finds herself 
surrounded by sex, death but not decay, deep time and true love. She, herself, is the origin of  
the Earth and yet humans called her many names. Ammonite, petroleum, plastic, iPhone 5, 
mermaid’s tears. As long as she can remember the latter has been her last human name. As 
long as she understood her names came with her shapes. She presumes her name must have 
changed now, since her shape has changed too. She is not sure about her shape anymore. She 
doesn’t care. She knows her limits are constantly porous and that that makes her shapeless 
and all shapes.  

A Slow violence of massive pollution3 has shaped her and she feels grateful for that. Where she is 
now, there is sound but no word - no name - no naming. She feels in constant eroticism. She, 
herself, contains the geological memory of the planet and yet, she materialises her present. In 
this new place, that is sedimentation - rock - plastiglomerate, she makes love to herself, to the 
Silurian sand and to what she seemed to recognise, the DNA of an archaeopteris plant leave. 
She is not sure anymore, in an orgy such as this one only sees fluids and flesh. 

Their love is profound, as the history of the land, her sex is visceral and in constant fight for 
survival. Volcanoes are to blame, thinks The Voice. A healthy volcano is an exercise in the uses of 
pressure4. Their love collided thousands of years ago, now they are one; their romantic love is 
not healthy anymore. The Voice is afraid she will lose their companions, or worst, their 
companions will reject her. She fears being left alone, to lose shapelessness, to be named 
again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

	

																																																								
1 LUCIANO, DANA. How the Earth Feels: A Conversation with Dana Luciano. En línea: http://transatlantica.revues.org/7362 

2 PARIKKA, Jussi. 
3 Plastiglomerate. En línea: http://www.e-flux.com/journal/78/82878/plastiglomerate/ 
4 CARSON, Anne. Autobiography of red.		

Pestalotiopsis microspora 

 (La Veu a la plastifera) 

 

The Voice forgot the mushrooms,  

of course she did.  
 

Now,  

more than ever,  

consider mushrooms1 the inner voice of The Voice reminded her.  
 

She doesn’t want to sound too romantic, but her heart was still healing when she arrived here. 
Solitude comes with silence. Solitude is a pleasant place to stay when you know how to inhabit 
it, and she did.  

Fue un alivio. No music, no nothing. Only a heaviness of the soul, an ancestral sadness.  
 

After all a sense of withdrawal was a symptom that The Voice already foretold. It wasn’t that 
bad. Getting out meant peace, and she is out now, or that’s what she thinks. 

Like a wound that needs to be cleaned, she licks the surface of what used to be her own 
shape. Her purpose is bigger than her existence but she doesn’t know that yet.  

She now nurtures and is nurtured by the rock that once killed her love, and she does so with 
profound care.  

Domination, domestication, and love are deeply entangled2 

the inner voice of The Voice continued to remind her. 

Her love now is so wide that she almost cannot breathe. Her relationship is a symbiotic one 
and that makes her extremely wet.  

All she knows is that she is there to love, share and dominate.  

Her purpose is no more than to provide, exchange and eliminate.  

The Voice bores into the rock and provides life,  

interchanges minerals 

and eliminates polyurethane.  

	

																																																								
1	TSING, Anna. Unruly Edges: Mushrooms as Companion Species. 2004 
2	TSING, Anna. Unruly Edges: Mushrooms as Companion Species. 2004 
	



Commissioned for The Night of the Museums, Tortuga was a six-
hour performance involving 40 performers in Castell de Montjuïc.

Drawing on the methods of crowd control used by the Spanish 
police, I choreographed a series of simple formations that the 
performers repeated during the six hours of the night event. 

Tortuga took advantage of an event with a large influx of people 
to intervene in a space (a castle) where control technologies are 
materialised by the walls themselves. The public saw their path 
altered by an organism of many bodies in constant coordinated 
movement. Connected to only a few of the performers by radio I 
called out the different formations, creating a whispered rumour 
within them, a self-organising flux that had more in common with 
ants than the military.

Tortuga relied on the affect transmitted between bodies, focusing 
on the tacit violence of relationships of power, resistance and 
seduction.

Tortuga

2017 | Performance (6h)

Performers:
Ada Fuentes, Adrià Sánchez-
Campo, Alba Garcia Mut, Ana 
Garcia Parés, Ana Luiza Braga, 
Andrea Gómez Llonin, Beatriz 
Regueira Pons, Bruno Ramri, 
Carlota Muntada, Carol Stefano, 
Christina Schultz, Clarissa 
Grabowiecki, David Pérez, Davon 
Rainey, Diego G., Duen Xara 
Sacchi, Edward Marais, Eliana 
Beltrán, Eloisa Alquati, Eulàlia 
Rovira, Francisco Pardal, Franco 
Moragues, Gerard Ballester, 
Hector Acuña, Helen Torres, 
Ignasi Poveda, Ikram Bouloum 
Sakkali, Irene Contreras, Isabel 
Rojas, Jana, Perea Planes, Jordi 
Josep Cardenas, Laura Martínez 
Escudero, Lidia Gonzalez Alija, 
Lina Sánchez, Magdalena De 
Santo, Majo Villafaina, Mariana 
Rocha, Neus Masdeu, Patricia 
Fernández, Tamara Pérez.

Video documentation (excerpt): 
http://vimeo.com/258511339

Tortuga (2017) | performance documentation (video still) | Castell de Montjuïc, Barcelona Tortuga (2017) | performance documentation (video still) | Castell de Montjuïc, Barcelona



Tortuga (2017) | performance documentation (video still) | Castell de Montjuïc, Barcelona



You hear someone whispering near you. The uvula is the muscular 
support of a performance sung in a hushed voice that Ariadna 
Guiteras will prolong throughout the day. You might find her 
hidden behind a corner or circulating around the building. The song 
that she sings is potentially never-ending and amasses personal 
experiences, poems and fragments of theoretical texts about the 
history of bread, sex and petroleum.
 
Hacer pan, como follar
 
Unctuous materials derived from fossils are accumulated in the 
kitchen on the ground floor. It could be the preparations for a 
sacrificial ritual or perhaps the remains of an orgy. Clay, latex and 
petroleum jelly shape a volcanic landscape of sorts, the culmination 
of a performative act presented by Ariadna Guiteras in a deferred 
way; through its material traces.
 
petra óleum
 

 Text by Sabel Gavaldón

Hacer pan, como follar / 
petra óleum

2017 | Installation (petroleum 
jelly, latex, clay, ceramic / variable 
dimensions) and Performance (every 
45 minutes during 7 hours)

Video documentation (excerpt): 
https://www.instagram.com/p/
BSWwnWOD_TO/

Performance script (eng, cat, cast): 
http://bit.ly/2oVeSVv

petra óleum (2017) | installation view | Sant Andreu Contemporani, Barcelona Hacer pan, como follar (2017) | performance documentation | Sant Andreu Contemporani, Barcelona



HACER PAN, COMO FOLLAR (excerpts)

LA VORACIDAD
The hunger
 El ánsia

-M, do you like enchiladas?
-Yes, I do
-I love them. I love to eat them. Like a swollen vagina.

(...)
EL PETRÓLEO
Amor, olvidé decir antes que
mi corazón se parece más
a un tatuaje de Black Flag
imprudente pero revelador–10 que m’alimento de l’estrat
                     del subsòl, del fil de l’os, de l’ammonita –la memòria.
                     que sóc l’humà, el vestigi i el servidor que bull.
                                 que sóc l’aliment i el carburant, el pedal i la banya
                                 del bou, la pantalla i l’estrop.

      10. Laura Jaramillo – Reactionary Poems

(...)
FOLLAR EL PETRÓLEO EL SUELO EL PODER
We ingest, rub on our bodies, inject under our skin items that are made 
directly from oil derived chemicals or made using oil or other forms of 
cheap, wasteful energy.

This pre-conceptualization undergirds and gives structure before the 
formulation of a single thought, hope, or heart palpitation. You are born 
and will die with this precondition. It modif ies and lays all the ground for 
the actions you take. It is in your food, your housing, your health care, your 
sex, your thoughts, literally everything.21

      21. Breet Bloom – Petro-subjectivity

petra óleum / Hacer pan, como follar (2017) | installation view (details) and 
performance documentation | SAC, Barcelona



Garranyac was a piece in which I read all of the recognised 
onomatopoeias in the Catalan language. For the performance I 
sat on a beam in the roof of the Museum of Leather Craftwork in 
Vic, a gesture of displacement (from the floor to the ceiling) for an 
onomatopoeic reading in a non-human vantage point in a museum 
that makes no mention of the origin of the leather within it.

Garranyac

2017 | Performance (8min)

Video documentation (full lenght): 
https://vimeo.com/205892736

Garranyac (2017) | performance documentation | Museu de la Pell, Vic



Gente Bread is a research on bread and clay. During a residency in 
London in March and April 2016, I learnt from different people 
how to make bread and ceramics. 

Starting from the overlapping nature of two processes: bread
making and clay sculpting, Gentle Bread delves into the 
political and performative aspects -such as oral history, affective 
communities, production, distribution and gender construction- 
that come along with its bodily practice. Presented as an installation 
and a performance at Chalton Gallery (London,) ten clay sculptures 
were positioned on the floor of the space. 

Given the coincidence that both share very similar gestural process 
and taking advantage of the poetic potentiality of weaving them 
together, I focused on non-hegemonic distributions of knowledge 
such as orality and muscle memory to materialise the movements 
learnt during the process. Simple gestures as bending, pushing, 
cutting, pinching or kneading were applied to a mass –clay– that 
was sculptural itself, allowing to tangibly materialize a corporeal 
knowledge. Hidden behind one of the walls of the exhibition 
space I sang for 33 minutes. The performance was composed of 
knowledge I accumulated during the two months. The song was the 
support to voice the knowledge I received, while letting emotion 
slip through it. 

Gentle Bread

2016 | Installation (ceramic, found 
plastic bags) and Performance (33 min)

Audio documentation: 
https://soundcloud.com/
ariadna-guiteras/gentle-bread

Gentle Bread (2016) | installation view (detail) | Chalton Gallery, London

GENTLE BREAD (excerpts)

(...) 
So, even though I was convinced that the ferociousness of capitalism 
had eaten all the original bakeries in London (and with that every 
possibility of eating good but cheap bread) and that in Barcelona I 
used to eat really good bread (sobretodo cuando me mudé encima de 
un forn de pà centenari), even then, I had to recognize that the bread 
I used to eat when I was a child was also the chewy baguette. White 
bread with a French accent, fast and sellable. Baguette was the bread 
in the dinner table of our apartment in El Clot. And I imagine that 
we were not the only ones. I guess that Baguette could be the Spanish 
equivalent of the English Chorleywood bread. Oh! But one thing we 
never stopped eating was pà de pages. Sometimes we would have it 
daily, but the common thing for us to do was eating pà de pages on 
weekends, especially if we had a barbecue. 

I bought a poetry book by Yvonne Rainer. She wrote a poem about 
domesticity and it made me think about Donna Haraway, but this has 
nothing to do with bread, in a linear way. 

One day I ran through the streets with happiness, just to burn off the
energy of a scream. 

(...)
After that I became really obsessed with particles. She told me that 
clay had memory; that you need to tire the material for it not to 
remember its last shape. Keep moving the particles, keep moving 
the particles! Like when Peter, the chef, was telling us to stretch 
the gluten, until forming long and elastic strands. Pure affection; 
I thought. Touching and feeling like Eve Kosofsky; I thought. 
Transform and being transformed; I thought. I told Ella that Nao 
would also show me how to work with clay, and Ella told me, look, 
two amateurs and two professionals. It made me think, again, that it 
couldn’t be a coincidence that the two professionals were men. And 
then again fate brought me there, so I decided not to fight back, just 
to embrace it and understand it as a symptom of a system, rather than 
un seguido de unfortunate choices.



Bread workshop with Peter Weeden  | documentation of the process | THIS, London. UK, 2016 Ceramics workshop with Nao Matsunaga | documentation of the process | THIS, London. UK, 2016



Gentle Bread (2016) | installation view | Chalton Gallery, London



Giorgio Agamben says that “to repeat something is to make it 
possible anew”. After two years I was asked to perform Zen Fascist 
again. Assuming the impossibility of repetition, I proposed a diverse 
possibility, a mutation that allowed the piece to be revisited through 
a slightly shifted focus. Zen Fascist (2014) consisted of research 
about yoga, control and performance in contemporary capitalism 
and was presented in a multitude of formats, one of which being a 
series of 4 performances. Each performance was based on the same 
source, a script of gestures and text. Gestures were taken from yoga 
phone App’s such as “yoga on the go” “yoga face” or “airport yoga” 
and were rearranged to create a score for choreography. The text was 
based on a mix of sources, from quotes by Federici, Marx, Foucault 
and Arendt to slogans of big transnational fitness companies and 
notions of spiritual darwinism comprised in the written research for 
the Master’s Thesis I presented in 2014.
 
Keeping the gestural and textual materials from the original script, 
Zen Fascist (2016) established a test space based on repetition, 
memory and transmission. This time, the performance was made for 
a reduced audience and was not documented, at least using audio or 
video, allowing the body to be the sole support of documentation. 

Zen fascist (2016) consisted in a choral performance based on a 
chain reaction; it was announced via e-mail inviting the audience 
to participate in a performance of maximum 20 people. The 
participants received a fragment of four movements and sentences 
extracted from the original script and were asked to memorize 
and repeat the movements beforehand. Each participant had three 
unique movements and only one matched; they would only start 
their sequence once one of their movements was executed by 
another participant, at first creating a space of observation to later 
on become one of uncanny entropy. This session reached a high 
rhythm of repetition and mimesis, but also resulted in audience 
improvisation after 20 minutes, before slowing down and then 
ending after 45 minutes.

The main focus of Zen Fascist (2016) shifted to oral transmission 
of knowledge and body memory by merging the act of performing 
with the act of documenting, allowing me to disappear as a 
performer into the multitude of the audience, making the audience 
responsible individuals as well as a potential group of agents of 
distribution. Focusing, then, on body memory as a pre-pre memory 
–before orality, before language- gesturally suggesting an embodied 
ideology.

Zen Fascist (2016)

2016 | Performance behind doors 
(45 minutes)

Article: You and I, we mean 
something by Alba Mayol Curci 
for A*Desk Magazine:
http://a-desk.org/en/magazine/
you-and-i-we-mean-something/



Green Shake Talks are two performative talks; each one divided 
into three concepts. The first: Control, Green and Natural and 
the second: Health, Green and Beauty.  For Green Shake Talks 
I presented a talk while preparing a shake, allowing the body to 
interfere with the speech, and the speech with the body. Starting 
from the preparation of a Green Shake, the narrative moves from 
the history of the food mixer to the first mortars and blended foods 
such as “gazpacho”; from the valorisation of women’s work in the 
kitchen to the current fashion for fast health and the health/beauty 
binary; from the green colour of chlorophyll to the fiction of the 
“natural” body. 

A first shorter version was performed at “Paratext nº4” at Hangar 
(Barcelona, 2015), a longer one at Antic Teatre (Barcelona, 2015) 
where bottles of Green Shake were given among the audience, and 
at “Do you Believe?” Fabra i Coats (Barcelona 2016). With the 
collaboration of Laura Llaneli (music) and Alberto Merino as stage 
designer 

Green Shake Talks

2015 | two Performative Talks 
(45 minutes each) and Installation 
(seasonal fruits and vegetables, 
artificial plants, food mixer, Rosco 
platform and wooden planks 2 x 
1’5 m)

Video documentation at Fabra i 
Coats (excerpts, eng subtitles):
https://vimeo.com/207109990

Video documentation at Antic 
Teatre (full lenght): https://vim-
eo.com/201261871

Green Shake Talks (2015) | performance documentation | Fabra i Coats, SAC, Barcelona 2016



Green Shake Talks (2015) | performance documentation (video frame with Black Baltic music band) 
Antic Teatre, Barcelona



Healthy Gestures #beauty is a performance based on the mimesis 
and abstraction of movements and words gathered from online 
beauty and health tutorials. The piece consists of gesture and word 
improvisation based on an online score and takes at least three 
hours to perform. Pieces of  fruit and vegetables (fake and real) 
are placed randomly in the space waiting to be used during the 
performance. Heatlhy Gestures #beauty starts displaying the sole 
process of memorizing, accumulating sequences of movements 
and/or words, failing and starting all over again until the sequence 
is entirely memorized. Following Judith Butler on gender 
performativity, if repetition consolidates the norm, there’s a slight 
hope in failure, in repeating badly, as a way of resistance. The long 
duration allows  the piece to depict the process of consolidation 
through repetition while makes visible the inner violence of 
seemingly soft gestures. Healthy Gestures #beauty sets out to 
reveal the impossibility of precise repetition, that is to say, the 
potentiality of a myriad of alternates.

Heatlhy Gestures #beauty was commissioned by Encura for the 
exhibition “The Conversation” at Hangar (Barcelona, 2015). Taking 
its name from Francis Ford Coppola’s 1974 psychological thriller 
about a paranoid surveillance expert, the curator Lauren Wetmore 
invited five artists to replicate and disturb the controlling dynamics 
of personal and public forms of surveillance. Heatlhy Gestures 
#beauty was also performed within the programme “Embodied 
Cinema” curated by Núria Gomez Gabriel at Galeria Àngels 
(Barcelona, 2017).

Healthy Gestures #beauty

2015 | Installation (artificial and 
real vegetables and fruits, clay 
powder, steel, tablet / variable 
dimensions) and Performance (3 
hours)

Video documentation edited by 
Núria Gómez Gabriel (excerpts):
https://vimeo.com/212724621

Online Score: http://healthyges-
tures.tumblr.com/

Healthy Gestures #beauty (2015) | performance documentation by Ikram Bouloum Sakkali
Galeria Àngels Barcelona, 2017

Healthy Gestures #beauty (2015) | installation view | Galeria Àngels Barcelona, 2017



Healthy Gestures #beauty (2015) | performance documentation by Ikram Bouloum Sakkali
Galeria Àngels Barcelona, 2017



Aquamarine / Womanly Color for women for the Spring / Summer 
2015 / Airy blue dreamy cool and calming feel / And ethereal 
Aquamarine / Shade watery feel / Open and expansive / Stress 
reducer restful blue still / Lead color 14-4313 Aquamarine / Pairs 
Well With Marsala / Red and Glacier / Grey
 
With the collaboration of Alberto Merino (stage designer), we 
made a “puf ” (beanbag in Spanish) with the aim of building 
a machine of relaxation, an oasis of soft power. An evolving 
paralyzing mass of Lycra and cotton, ergonomic and filled with 
lavender and eucalyptus of blue Aquamarine (Pantone’s season 
colour for spring 2015).

Puf

2015 | Soft sculpture | Ø 1,2m 
(lycra, cotton, foam, lavender and 
eucalyptus)

Puf (2015) | installation view | Fireplace, Barcelona Puf (2015) | documentation by Mirari Echavarri | Hangar, Barcelona



The body of work of Zen Fascist is the result of a wider research 
that focuses on the inherent contradictions of Zen practices within 
the neoliberal paradigm, using yoga as an example and catalyzer. 
Simultaneously I was writing my master thesis “Yoga, control 
and performance”, with the aim of building a critical framework 
for the analysis of a context (the societies of control), based on a 
popularized practice (yoga), through the art practice (performance). 

In similarly with the work of writing which involves a process of 
understanding and knowledge, the project was articulated as the 
research progressed, not only theoretically, but also practically. 
That’s why it took various forms: a t-shirt, four performances, an 
installation, a publication and a drawing sketch book.

For the performances (bad) repetition is a key concept. If 
performativity requires repetition to consolidate the rule and the 
convention, there is a slight hope in failure, in copying badly, as a 
way of resistance. Therefore, in the performances there is always a 
physical process of mimicking postures of western yoga. Postures 
appropriated form several iPhone yoga apps, where its use is 
generally related to productivity, fitness and beauty.

Zen Fascist has been shown and performed at “Macba es viu” 
MACBA, Barcelona; Hangar, Barcelona; “MasterClass” Fundació 
Suñol, Barcelona; Werf 52, Düsseldorf; and was supported with 
a research scholarship from the Catalan Government’s Sala d’Art 
Jove 2014. 

Zen Fascist

2014 | Series of performances

Body work: Lipi Hernandez
Research work: Pilar Cruz 
(Macba Study Centre) and
Alicia Vela (University of 
Barcelona) 

Video documentation (excerpts): 
https://vimeo.com/202751147

Zen Fascist (2014) | performance script | Graphit on paper, metal clips, foamy, | 26 pages of 19,5 x 14,8 cm

Zen Fascist (2014) | performance documentation | Fundació Suñol, Barcelona

Zen Fascist (2014) | performance documentation | Werf 52, Düsseldorf



Zen Fascist (2014) | performance documentation | MACBA, Barcelona



T-shirt is a wereable document that gathers the visual archive of 
Zen Fascist, 2014.

T-shirt

2014 | Digital print on cotton 
cloth | printed by DIS open 
sourced t-shirts

Archive: 
http://zenfascist.tumblr.com/



In ancient greek deinón means the scary, frightening or evil while 
the marvelous, remarkable or fascinating.

In western societies, following the logic of contemporary capitalism, 
fear arises in a macro level as a dominant emotion. But, as Antonio 
Negri points out, from a micro perspective  –socially widespread– 
there is a dominant narrative which calls for responsibility, 
autonomy, creativity, pride, confidence and team spirit. 

During an artistic residency at NauEstruch, Sabadell, I proposed 
Deinón, a program composed by three workshops. By imitating 
the method of coaching exercises, group dynamics and therapeutic 
dance, I sought to both stress the conflict between individuality and 
community as to rethink the purpose of group practices within a 
competitive system.

At the end of the residency, as alive documentation, a Greek chorus 
(Deinón para coro griego) performed by some of the participants 
explained the workshops at the courtyard of NauEstruch. In 
addition, a publication with drawings made during the process was 
given among the audience.

Deinón

2013 | Performative Workshops 1 
hour each | April the 17th, May 
the 2nd and June the 3rd 2013

Body work: Georgina Espinosa
Documentation: Almudena 
Manzanal

Video documentation (Deinón 
para coro griego): https://vimeo.
com/69180684

Deinón (2013) | performative workshop documentation | Nau Estruch, Sabadell



Deinón (2013) | performative workshop documentation | Nau Estruch, Sabadell

Deinón (2013) | performative workshop documentation | Nau Estruch, Sabadell Deinón (2013) | performative workshop documentation | Nau Estruch, Sabadell



Deinón para coro griego (2013) | performance documentation | Nau Estruch, Sabadell
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Glutinous narratives
by Julia Morandeira Arrizabalaga

Gentle Bread published by 
Sant Andreu Contemporani, 

July, 2017

1. Kosofsky Sedgwick, Eve. Touching Feeling. Affect, 
Pedagogy, Performativity. Duke University Press, 
2002. Pág. 20

TEXTURES
There is something both materially intuitive and physically strange 
in crossing bread making with ceramics in the way that Ariadna 
Guiteras puts forth with Gentle Bread. Both practices share processes 
such as wetting, modelling, printing, kneading, amassing, sculpting, 
stretching and firing. Both are also the result of a manual labour 
where different gestures imprint form and texture onto a shapeless 
mass. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick reminds us that to perceive a texture 
is “always, immediately, and de facto to be immersed in a field of 
active narrative hypothesizing, testing, and re-understanding of how 
physical properties act and are acted upon over time”1. To think 
through texture is to try to deduce if it is bread, clay or something 
else. It is to discern how it became to be, and how it affects you. It is 
to speculate if that body is laminated, granulated or polished; if it is 
furry or rough, or if it is wise to grab it, bend it, stretch it and push 
it. More than any other system of perception, touch is a nondualistic 
production of knowledge, as touching is always reaching, caressing, 
wrapping, holding and understanding the swampy entanglement of 
interdependencies and mutual affections in which we live. Touch 
and affect don’t reside in a body, an object or a subject; they adhere 
to them and cause change in them. Intimate and at the same time 
impersonal, they imply to comprehend through affinity, empathy 
or tremor. Touching furthermore underlines the importance of the 
skin, of the visceral and the muscular, of the molecular almost non-
perceptible and the emotional in these economies of transference and 
transformation. Therefore, I wonder: what narratives is the skin of 
these sculptures telling? How do they react to a song? What do we 
absorb when making bread and ceramics? What do we apprehend 
from applying pressure to a mass –of bread, of clay–  that is 
undifferentiated, confused and promiscuous?

CONTAMINATION
Bread and ceramics, clay and flour, are also correlated to voraciousness 
and the telluric. Geophagy, or the practice of eating soil, is common 
across animal, geographical and temporal spectrums: certain soil types 
are consumed occasionally due to their capacity to absorb toxins, their 
delivery of mineral nutrients and their palliative function. Although 
as can be read in Wikipedia, this human behaviour has been despised 



2. In the last few years Jennifer Teets in collaboration 
with Lorenzo Cirrincione has developed Elusive Earths 
/ Tierras Esquivas: a series of in situ works, processes 
and dialogues that focus on the sinuousness of rare 
clays, soils and earths with forgotten origins.

3. “Pan de tierra bendita” literally translates as “holy 
earth bread”.

4. In English breadline is a synonym of misery: as the 
most impoverished condition in which it is possible 
to live. In North America it refers to the long line of 
people waiting for free handouts. The bread riots 
were the fruit of the unrest that resulted from the 
scarcity and / or the rise of grain and bread prices. 
Historically women played a prominent role in these 
conflicts, both in orchestrating as much as enduring 
them. Far from being an issue of the past, bread riots 
have become recurrent since the 1980’s with subsidy 
politics of agriculture applied by the World Bank and 
IMF, which affect the production, exportation and 
importation of cereals.

since modernity as pertaining “to children and pregnant women 
in rural or preindustrial societies”, or as the result of an eating 
disorder such as pica. But the intake of earthly substances belongs 
as much to the future of pharmacology as it does to its origins. 
From Jennifer Teets2 I have learnt how sealed clay pastilles from 
the island of Lemnos in Greece and “pan de tierra bendita”3 in 
Oaxaca, Mexico, led to the development of complex networks 
of trade, exchange, extraction and distribution. According to 
her, these create muddy narratives which connect the history of 
mineralogical archaeology of Pliny and Galen with the current 
mass extraction of clay for the cosmetic and wellness industries. In 
fact, there is a relation of voracity that intersects the hunger to eat 
earth with the mining sites that, literally, devour the land and its 
resources; a geophagic traffic of political toxins, sensitive minerals 
and visual pollutions in several digestive systems. To think 
from this kind of telluric hunger is to embrace a contaminated 
absorption that muddies every so-called scientific truth and 
unleashes instead visceral speculation. 

TURBULENCE
In English bread is referred as a bedrock food, a foundation stone 
of nourishment. And, indeed, bread is a crucial substratum of 
nutrition, society and politics, whose subterranean movements are 
subject to significant turbulences on the surface. A great number 
of historical conflicts carry the mark of a bread riot as a catalyst 
and the memory of the breadlines4 in the period after the unrest, 
from the Flour Wars of 1775 or the Storming of the Bastille in 
1789 in Paris, to the wave of the Arab Spring at the beginning of 
2010. From this last episode I draw from memory the picture of 
the helmet made of bread loaves worn by a demonstrator in Tahrir 
Square that found its way around the Internet. Bread, here, is a 
defensive weapon and a prosthesis; its production, its circulation, 
its consumption and its diffusion are pure glutinous politics. 
Gluten is an ensemble of proteins from cereal flours. When 
wet, they cluster together forming a viscous and elastic net that 
along with fermentation endow bread with volume and spongy 
consistency. But, for some time now, gluten has been a subject 
of discussion, given the uncontrolled proliferation of gluten-free 



5. Translator’s note: in the Spanish version appears as 
“poner el cuerpo”, which refers to the long traditions 
in feminism of situated knowledges in which 
embodiment and bodily politics are inbuilt.

diets and supermarket aisles. The demonization of gluten (whose 
closeness to “glutton” is suspicious, to say the least), the rise of 
its intolerance and the industrialization of bread are parallel and 
interlinked processes: the standardization of its production made 
bread accessible, but the withdrawal of its natural fermentation 
in the process unsettled its digestibility and created new health 
problems and trends, as well as new business solutions. Almost a 
century later after the beginning of this triangulation, sourdough 
bread –wholemeal, authentic and organic– is the privilege of a few 
in the global north. Mass produced bread (0.70 for a baguette or 
0.90 cents for a loaf ) is however ubiquitous. This is neoliberalism 
at its finest: paradoxical, perverse and viscous.  

GENTLENESS
Fermentation is a process of metabolic transformation carried 
out by the culture of bacteria and yeasts. This food proto-
technology is in fact a living process and thus unstable, based 
on interdependency and interconnection principles. In fact, 
fermentation is a prime example of the symbiogenesis theory 
developed by the biologist Lynn Margulis, which dismisses 
the Darwinian theory of individualist and competitive genetic 
evolution, to advocate for a coevolution and symbiotic coexistence 
between organisms. In other words, a feminist mode of being-in-
the-world. 
We need malleable, viscous, contaminated and contaminating 
processes. Audre Lorde in The Cancer Journals says that self-
care is not self-indulgence but self-preservation, and thus, an act 
of political warfare. Today, in times of rampant neoliberalism in 
which the subject has been reduced to an economic calculation 
of self-confidence, and care has been tuned to an individualist 
mantra of the wellbeing ideology, we need more than ever to take 
care of ourselves. We need to care for each other as bacteria do, 
in a collective and symbiotic manner. We need to embrace the 
nondualistic viscosity of affect and touch, to hang out elastic nets 
and weave glutinous narratives. We need to embrace, softly, the 
turbulences that such viscerality implies. We need to engage5 the 
body, the skin, the hand and the stomach. Because making bread, 
like fucking, is and should be a process of feminist transformation. 



Strata
by Caterina Almirall

for Sala Muncunill, Terrassa
September, 2017

Strata is the plural of stratum, which in geology means a layer of 
sedimentary material that has been shaped in a natural or artificial 
way, and which represents a continuous deposition of the same 
type of rock. The plural is therefore the sum of geological layers 
that occurs over billions of years. That’s why in these layers we can 
read the material history of the planet. With the movement of 
strata, the layers of matter fold over each other, giving time a non-
linear narrative. The folds generate situations in which the ancestral 
materials meet contemporary materials, putting in contact elements 
that had not been in contact before and infusing movement to what 
seemed inert.

Ariadna Guiteras’ proposal reads the folds of the geological strata 
from its organic movement and from a feminist perspective to 
decentralize the hegemonic discourse. Can a geological time be a 
proposal for a feminist temporality? Displacing the human eye from 
the centre and establishing new premises in the relationship between 
the elements that compose an organism or ecosystem. Strata sets in 
motion a system that serves as the structural basis for constructing a 
story that transcends the limits of our perception. It challenges the 
limits of what we can see and feel, giving way to other modes of being 
and interacting in a given environment.

Strata is a living organism in constant transformation. It has the 
form of an installation that self-manages its needs in an almost 
autonomous ecosystem that needs energy from the outside to 
function, but maintains an internal logic. Strata feeds on the voice 
without organs of a story under construction that is developed over 
the course of the two months of the exhibition and takes the time and 
the space of the exhibition as the very work material. A story that no 
one will be able to hear completely as it is an open story. It unfolds 
during this undulating time, like stratigraphic folds and is organised 
in the movement and transformation of the materials that sustains it. 
In oral transmissions of knowledge, stories are producers of reality. 
There is no beginning nor end because stories are nobody’s as they are 
in constant movement and transformation.

The story, the voice and the body that sustains it are composed for a 
certain moment to give it form, but they don’t belong to each other, 



they are circumstantial. Transmitters and connoisseurs of history are 
part of this body that transcends the limits of individuality and thinks 
in an eco-systemic way.

By need Strata is in synchrony with other places, the organism is 
also established in a time and a space beyond the room. Faced with 
the impossibility of having her body present in the room during the 
entire exhibition, Ariadna Guiteras develops an investigation on 
how to be present, thinking about the body and its limits, looking 
for other ways to make it possible. Throughout the entire duration of 
the exhibition the text will be spread from different places, and can 
be heard in the exhibition space through the installation. We have to 
be aware and listen to it, even though we already know that it is as 
unreachable as geological time.

The systems are questioning themselves, the stones came out of the 
earth and against all odds they float on water. Water erodes the soil 
and feeds it. Time is not linear, strata are not temporal, history is not 
a single story, and boundaries are not definitive. Error is inclusive, it is 
an engine. When the sun sets, energy stays inside. When the energy 
finishes the device shuts off, other forces are then the ones that move 
what was apparently still. Theory feeds the poetry that shapes the 
world. Biology is poetry, which is the fiction that shapes the story of 
the world. The spores that we breathe fertilize in the floating rocks, 
which like islands collect the germ of the future while nobody looks. 
La Veu (The Voice), as an universal music, disagrees with the voices 
that accompany her and there is no physical body that can contain 
her. A mass is shapeless until it finds a receptacle that contains it. The 
form is circumstantial. Words are boundaries that serve us to point 
the direction, the intention. In this case, it couldn’t be clearer: to 
escape from a center that retains more than it generates, and to think 
from a feminism that is not only ours but that finds in the ecosystem 
a way to make us more different, more confused, as conglomerates. 



The Organism
by Michael Lawton

comissioned fictional text for 
Tortuga performance  

February, 2018

There were tall potted plants lining the limits of the hangar. I ran my 
fingers through their fronds whenever I passed, wondering, as always, 
who had decided to put them there and congratulating them on their 
decision in my mind.

Every time I did this I lifted the residue of chalk that rested on the 
waxy leaves. I wasn’t sure where the chalk came from but I would 
watch it tickle as it entered into the lights we were making and 
disappear as it travelled into fissures in the atmosphere.

Touching one another so as not to lose our rhythm we turned, rolled 
apart, still in contact, stayed in touch, pushed back, pulled forth. A 
routine we’d learnt from birth, a role we were born into. We then 
reconnected, plugged in, delivered our charge, moved on, moved 
upwards, pulled back, pushed forth.

It was compulsory work, life in the organism demanded it. The life of 
the organism depended on it. 

We took it in turn, worked to a rota, conscription, community. 
Touching one another so as not to lose our focus we ascended. A 
line of lights appeared on the horizon, and we released them into 
the future. Up there they glided, blissful, sated, happy, satisfied. The 
organism was replete and we were ready to work again. Catch and 
release, Catch and hold.

We dove our hands into the flare furnace. The brickwork was orange 
in that light, the purple went lilac in the light we’d created, held 
steadfastly, resisted, resisted, resisted, turned.

Descending again, our shoulders touching their shoulders, it was cold 
inside the organism, so we kept close together. We were a society 
that looked after one another. A hand on a shoulder, a belly cradled, 
passage eased, promises kept. Burst forth, set to.

A body, a multiple, working like a rumour, a generation of questioning 
from the ardour of the system. Affect and pre-violence, particles 
moving constantly, affects moving in space.



We kept working, our hands bathed in light, our fingers knitted 
together. Throbbing between the organism and them, the organism 
and the light, the light and them. The bulbs of our knuckles 
shuddered as the pulse past along them. We all felt as though they 
must swell with the energy that they were creating, but they knew 
that this was a trick of the mind. Enclose, include.

They passed the light to the others. The others passed the light to 
them. They paused, they stepped, the organism bowed, the organism 
ushered them forward. Circle, encircle, occlude and circlude.

It was cold inside the organism, but we worked without gloves so 
that we could properly feel the light, trace its contours to meld it and 
mold it, the light breathed warmth back into our fingertips, whispered 
charges into the knuckles but without the light our hands ached and 
throbbed, and we sensed one another’s pain in hands empurpled and 
moaning.

Carrying our light we cross the hangar, the sky vast in front of us, the 
stars carrying their own light met our gaze. We looked at what we 
had made, basked in the light we had created. Held, like a raindrop, 
then released into the future. We looked at one another, eyes fizzed 
with the afterglow, we saw stars in front of the stars.

We waited and watched the others release their light. They drifted 
back down. We were shadowed by snatches of their conversation. 
We drifted back down. Over our shoulders we could hear other 
conversations, but couldn’t look around to see what was being said, to 
see who was saying what.

Back in our quarters we stripped off, remembering the way the light 
had felt under our fingers we touched one another, skin tingling, 
warmed up, touched.


